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JAG Security in New Zealand uses Videofied to prote ct unoccupied Government housing sites in 
conjunction with physical guards. Within 20 minutes  of deploying Videofied as ‘virtual electronic 
guards’, JAG had a video verified intrusion that re sulted in an arrest.  
 
A patrolman was given the Videofied system with 2 P-cams to install. 
The control panel and keypad were to be put in the man hole out of 
sight and the P-cams to be located close to entry points. 
  

Guard arrived on-site, put up his P-cams and entered 999999 on the 
keypad, requesting a remote maintenance request. The dispatch 
received the request via TMT over the Vodafone Network and 
programmed the panel in under 10 minutes. Dispatch remotely armed 
the panel and requested the guard to activate the alarm to test the 
video signals. Signals were received but dispatch wanted to adjust 
cameras slightly so the guard moved them and dispatch checked 
position using the still picture imaging software in Frontel Software. Once dispatch he was happy and then re-
armed the system and the guard left site. 
  

Within 20 minutes of installation  we had some live action. I have attached a couple of the videos from the 
Activations. 
  

First alarm the guard arrived to see 3 male youths get the shock of their lives and escape out the back door 
and over the rear fence leaving the oven on with 2 knives in the element. He also found a brand new hoody 
with a full pack of smokes in it (unfortunately he dosen't smoke).  
 
The second alarm appears to be a single male who is looking for something and I'm guessing it would have 
been his hoody. Second activation the offender was caught on-site! 1x K-9 (arrest) for Videofied in NZ! 
  

This is a brilliant system and it is perfect for situations just like this and many, many more! 
  

For any further information please do not hesitate to give me a call. 
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